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ü Letter Of Intent  - October 2013
ü Technical Proposal & Physics Paper - April 2015
ü Reviewed by the SPSC and CERN RB by March 2016, and recommended 

to prepare a Comprehensive Design Study (CDS) by 2019
à Input to the European strategy consultation to take a decision 

about construction of SHiP in 2020

SHiP history in brief:New phase of the SHiP optimization  

Main goals: 

!  Improve SHiP (TP) sensitivity to new weakly interacting particles: 
    HNLs, dark photons, dark scalars, …, and tau neutrino physics 
 
!  Extend physics case. SHiP has very good potential to search for Light Dark 
    Matter (LDM) via its scattering on atoms of emulsion spectrometer 
 
!  Keep background under control and at O(0.1) level 

Improve SHiP TP version (but the cost constraints have to be respected …) CDS will improve SHiP TP version respecting cost constraints
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Physics landscape today 

1. Direct searches for NP by  ATLAS and CMS have not been successful so far 
à Parameter space for popular BSM models is decreasing rapidly, 
but only 10% of the complete HL-LHC data set has been delivered so far
à NP discovery still may happen 

2. LHCb reported intriguing hints for the violation of Lepton Flavour Universality
in bàcµn / bàctn, and in bàse+e- / bàsµ+µ- decays 
à Clear evidence of BSM physics if substantiated with further studies

But even then it will not be possible to determine NP scale with certainty 
Many models predict enhanced LFV effects (some close to the current
experimental limits) in decays of t lepton (see talk of Guy Wilkinson on TauFV)

3. Significant efforts in neutrino physics did also not ameliorate our knowledge
about NP scale. Neutrino masses and oscillations can be accounted in SM extended
by two sterile neutrinos of essentially any mass 

4. DM: no evidence for WIMP  in GeV-TeV mass range neither in direct nor in indirect  
searches à Light DM?

Growing interest to 
Hidden Sector models

SHiP Physics	Paper

SHiP TP
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Known physics

Unknown
physics

Energy Frontier:
LHC, FCC

Intensity Frontier
- Flavour physics 
- Lepton Flavour Violation
- Electric Dipole Moments
- Hidden Sector

Energy scale
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~104 – 105 TeV

Quest for New Physics 

ü Higgs discovery made the SM complete
ü SM s a great theory but does not represent the full picture
ü NP should exist but we have no definitive predictions on the

masses and coupling constants of NP particles
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Hidden Sector   

Many theoretical models (portal  models) predict new massive light particles
which can be tested experimentally

SHiP Physics Paper – Rep.Progr.Phys.79(2016) 124201 (137pp),
SLAC Dark Sector Workshop 2016:  Community Report – arXiv: 1608.08632,
Maryland Dark Sector Workshop 2017: Cosmic Visions – arXiv:1707.04591
Report by Physics Beyond Collider (PBC) study group – to be published

Hidden Particles:
ü Light Dark Matter (LDM)
ü Portals (mediators) to Hidden Sector (HS): 

- Heavy Neutral Leptons (spin ½, coupling coefficient U2)
- Dark photons (spin 1, coupling coefficient  e)
- Dark scalars (spin 0, coupling coefficient sinq2)
- Special case (non-renormalizable) Axion Like Particles (ALP)
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Full reconstruction and PID are essential to minimize model dependence

Experimental challenge is background suppression 

Portal	models Final	states

HNL
Vector,	scalar,	axion portals
HNL
Axion portal

l+p-, l+K-, l+r-
l+l-
l+l-n
gg

ü HS production and decay rates are strongly suppressed relative to SM
- Production branching ratios O(10-10)
- Long-lived objects
- Interact very weakly with matter

Hidden Sector
Naturally accommodates Dark Matter 
(may have rich structure)

Visible Sector    
Mediators	or	portals	to	the	HS:
vector,	scalar,	axial,	neutrino

L = LSM + Lmediator +LHS

Properties of Hidden Particles 

55
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Detector must be placed close to the target to maximize geometrical acceptance. 
Effective (and “short”) muon shield is the key element to reduce muon-
induced backgrounds

General experimental requirements
to search for decaying Hidden Particles  

SHiP = Search for Hidden Particles

� Goal: comprehensive investigation of ”dark sector” particles in the few GeV energy range: 
scalar (e.g. Higgs singlets), fermions (e.g. heavy neutral leptons), vectors (e.g. dark photons). 

Present in several BSM scenarios addressing DM, neutrino masses, baryogenesis problems
� Beam dump facility: 400 GeV protons from SPS on target Æ ~2x1020 POT in 5 years
� Produced e.g. in D decays; detected via decays into lepton, photon, hadron, hadron-lepton pairs

� Long (50 m) evacuated decay vessel
� Most crucial experimental issue is to reject huge backgrounds Æ heavy target, hadron absorber, 

active muon shield, veto and time detectors, particle ID, etc. 

ℒ= ℒSM + ℒPORTAL + ℒDS
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Long decay volume and large
geometrical acceptance of the
spectrometer are essential to
maximize detection efficiency  

σ(pp→ssbar X)/s(pp→ X)   ~ 0.15
σ(pp→ccbar X )/s(pp→ X)  ~ 2 10-3

σ(pp→bbbar X)/s(pp→ X)  ~ 1.6 10-7

ü Particle beam with maximal intensity
ü Search for HS particles in Heavy Flavour decays

Charm (and beauty) cross-sections strongly depend
on the beam energy. 
At CERN SPS:

ü HS produced in charm and beauty decays have 
significant PT

Birmingham	workshop 2018
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Beam Dump Facility (BDF) at CERN (1)
ü Location at CERN
New 400 GeV proton beam line branched off 
the splitter section of the SPS transfer line to 
the North Area

ü Proton yield and beam delivery
- Nominal beam intensity  4×1013 pot per spill
- Baseline scenario: annual yield of 4×1019 pot

to the BDF, and 1019 pot to the other experiments
in the North Area, while respecting HL-LHC
requirements

- SHiP sensitivities assume 5×1020 pot in 
five years of nominal operation

2 Beam line and experimental area202

The Comprehensive Design Study for the experimental facility has been carried out by the Beam Dump203

Facility working group and in its dedicated subgroups in the context of the Physics Beyond Collider204

study group, in close collaboration with the SHiP experiment. Based on the request put forward in the205

addendum to the SHiP Technical Proposal [?], this study phase has consisted in a detailed elaboration206

of the SHIP operational scenario and in a preliminary design of the main components of the proton207

delivery, the target and the target complex, and the experimental area, together with a detailed evaluation208

of the radiological aspects and mitigation. Several critical items have been prototyped to demonstrate209

the concepts, notably the new type of three-way combined beam splitter/kicker magnet which allows210

alternatively feeding protons to the ENH2 experimental hall and the SHiP experiment, and the target211

system. In addition, it has been considered of high importance to perform a preliminary study of the212

integration of the whole complex and the civil engineering design and execution process in order to213

produce a more precise cost estimate and time line for the project. A full writeup of the Comprehensive214

Design Study for the facility is available ( [?] and references therein).215

Following the global re-optimisation of the experimental configuration, significant progress has216

also been made on the development of the muon shield magnet system, the decay vacuum vessel and217

its interfaces with the spectrometer magnet, and on the detector layout. Based on this, it has also been218

possible to specify the experimental area and the requirements on the infrastructure and the services, and219

to draw up a preliminary plan for the installation of the detector.220

The sections below summarize the status and the conclusions most relevant to the SHiP experiment221

concerning the beam line and the experimental facility, and the status of the development of the muon222

shield and the vacuum vessel.223

Figure 3: Overview of the CERN injector complex indicating the location of the new Beam Dump Facility de-
signed to house the SHiP experiment.

2.1 Proton yield and beam delivery224

The most favourable experimental conditions for SHiP are obtained with a proton beam energy of around225

400GeV. The SHiP operational scenario implies returning to full exploitation of the capacity of the SPS.226

The request for the proton yield is based on the fact that a similar fraction of beam time as the past CERN227

8
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Beam Dump Facility (BDF) at CERN (2)

ü Target
- Made of blocks of TZM alloy, in the proton
shower core, followed by pure Tungsten

- Total depth 12 lint
- Absorbs majority of hadrons before their

semileptonic decays 

Figure 8: Layout of the preliminary target assembly, showing the TZM and the tungsten blocks and the inner
vessel embodying the water cooling of the target.

Figure 9: Cross-section of the target bunker showing the location of the target compartment, the surrounding iron
shielding, and the magnetic coil and yoke incorporated into the downstream hadron stopper. The whole assembly
is housed in a helium vessel.

The layout of the experimental area has also been updated in order to reduce background. The TP325

design had an 8m wide tunnel around the muon shield. Since the cavern walls introduce back-scattering326

of muons, the width of the underground complex was changed to 20m along the whole length of the327

muon shield and the detector, now in total 120m.328

2.3.1 Muon shield329

The muon shield is designed to reduce the flux of muons by six orders of magnitude in the detector330

acceptance. The shield consists of a first set of magnets that deflect the positively and negatively charged331

muons on either side of the beam axis, irrespective of their initial direction. This allows creating a region332

around the beam line beyond this first set of magnets in which there are no charged particles. A second333

set of magnets which have their return field in this unoccupied region then provides further deflection.334

This configuration prevents muons deflected in the first section from being deflected back towards the335

detector by the return field in the second section.336
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ü Target complex
- Hadron stopper (5 m long) absorbs

hadron and em-radiation emerging
from the target

- Equipped with a coil which
magnetises the iron shielding blocks
to serve as the first section of the
muon shield 
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SHiP detector at BDF/CERN SHiP Technical	Proposal:
1504.04956

>1018 D,  >1016 t,  >1020 g
for 2×1020 pot (in 5 years)

goals of many presently running experiments [?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?,?], and several88

intensity frontier experiments have recently been proposed [REF].89

2 Overview of the SHiP detector and simulation90

SHiP is a unique dedicated experiment capable of reconstructing the decay vertex of a Hidden Sector91

(HS) particle, measuring its invariant mass and providing particle identification of the decay products92

in an environment of extremely low background. Moreover SHiP is also optimized to search for LDM93

scattering and for tau neutrino physics.94

The SHiP detector will be served by a new short, dedicated beam line branched off the splitter95

section of the SPS transfer line to the CERN North Area. The Comprehensive Design Study for the96

experimental Beam Dump Facility (BDF), consisting in a preliminary design of the main components of97

the proton delivery, the target system and the target complex, and the experimental area, has been carried98

out in the context of the Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) study group at CERN [REF].99

The most favourable experimental conditions for SHiP are obtained with a proton beam energy of100

around 400GeV. A nominal beam intensity of 4 ⇥ 1013 protons on target per spill is assumed for the101

design of the BDF and the SHiP detector. In the baseline scenario for SHiP, the beam sharing delivers an102

annual yield of 4⇥1019 protons to the BDF and a total of 1019 to the other physics programs at the CERN103

North Area, while respecting the beam delivery required by the HL-LHC . The physics sensitivities are104

based on acquiring a total of 2 ⇥ 1020 protons on target, which may thus be achieved in five years of105

nominal operation.106

SHiP detector107

The current layout of the SHiP detector is shown in Fig. 2. The SHiP setup consists of a high-density

Figure 2: Overview of the SHiP experiment as implemented in FairShip.

108

proton target, followed by a hadron stopper and an active muon shield, which sweeps out the muons109

produced in the beam dump in order to reduce the initial flux by six orders of magnitude in the detector110

acceptance. The target is made of blocks of a titanium-zirconium doped molybdenum alloy (TZM) in111

the core of the proton shower, followed by blocks of pure tungsten. The total target depth is twelve112

interaction lengths. The five metres long hadron stopper of iron absorbs hadrons and electromagnetic113

radiation emerging from the target. The hadron absorber is equipped with a coil which magnetizes the114

iron shielding blocks, and hence it also serves as the first section of the active muon shield. The rest of the115

muon shield consists of 35 m of free-standing warm magnets located in the underground experimental116

hall, totalling 1400 tonnes of magnetic mass.117

The SHiP detector itself incorporates two complementary apparatuses, the Scattering and Neutrino118

Detector (SND) and the Hidden Sector (HS) spectrometer. The SND will search for LDM scattering and119

4

“Zero background” experiment
- Heavy target
- Muon shield
- Surrounding Background Taggers
- Timing and PID detectors, …

Search for decaying Hidden
Particles à decay vertex 
in the decay volume 

Search for LDM (scattering on atoms) and n physics
Specific event topology in emulsion. Background from 
neutrino interaction for vWIMP searches can be reduced
to a manageable level
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Active Muon Shield 
Muon background: SHiP active muon shield 

 It ranges out beam-induced muons: !

Prompt dose in the hall 
for 4 1013 pot /7 sec 

- Shield based entirely on magnetic sweeping 
-  Residual flux on detectors ~ 50 kHz muons 
-  Negligible occupancy 
 
Challenges: flux leakages, constant field  
profile, modeling magnet shape.. 
(see Richard’s talk) 39 

ü Shield is entirely based on magnetic
sweeping

ü Initial muon flux ~1011 muons / sec 
ü Residual flux ~50 kHz à negligible

occupancy!

Huge object: 5m high, 40m long,
Weight ~2000 tons, made of 300 mkm
thick sheets of GO steel to achieve
1.8 T field 

SHiP Muon shield design optimization
● Goals

○ find optimal (wrt efficiency/cost) 
design of the active muon shield

● Methods
○ Bayesian optimization, evolution strategies
○ Advanced Neural Networks, Reinforcement Learning
○ Simulation speed-up and approximation

● Steps
○ Beat baseline with approximate configuration
○ Optimize configuration for realistic constraints

● Resources
○ computing cluster (CPU, GPU)
○ 1 PhD student

Shape optimised using Machine
Learning technique  
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SHiP simulation (FairShip)

ü FairShip incorporates up-to-date versions of 
- GEANT4 to trace particles through the target and detector

Some rare processes producing high momentum muons,
such as decays of light vector mesons, g-conversions and positron annihilation, 
enabled and boosted by 100 

- PYTHIA8 for the primary proton fixed-target interactions
Includes cascade production of charm and beauty from secondary hadrons

- PYTHIA6 for muon DIS
- GENIE for neutrino interactions

ü Production and decays of HS particles are implemented following the recipes
of the PBC study group

ü Simulated data samples
- 65×109 protons on target with E > 10 GeV to transport particles after hadron absorber

(1.8×109 protons on target with E > 1 GeV )
- The samples with charm and beauty hadron correspond to ~1011 pot
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Validation of the SHiP simulation 

ü Fluxes and momentum spectra of muons produced in beam dump
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Figure 35: Comparison of the GEANT4 Monte Carlo simulation to the 11.7 GeV/c data-set (left) and 7.3 GeV/c
data-set (right). Blue points are the measurements from [?], black points are from the FairShip simulation.

Figure 36: Left: Probability that a muon releases in the liquid krypton calorimeter more than 95% of its energy
as a function of the muon momentum in GeV/c, red points NA62 measurements, blue points FairSHiP simulation,
magenta points FairShip with >93%. Right: mean energy loss as function of muon momentum. Note, energy
deposited in krypton is less than the energy loss of a muon. At higher energies, mean energy loss is lower than
expected. More studies can be done with dedicated test beam setup to measure directly the energy loss of muons
in iron which is most relevant for SHiP.

31

ü Multiple scattering and catastrophic energy losses

In total, 65 ⇥ 109 protons on target were simulated with an energy cut for transporting particles167

after the hadron absorber of 10 GeV, and 1.8 ⇥ 109 protons on target with an energy cut of 1 GeV. The168

samples produced with charm and beauty hadrons correspond to about 1011 protons on target.169

The validity of the FairShip prediction of the particle fluxes has been verified by comparing to the170

data from the CHARM beam dump experiment at CERN. The FairShip description of multiple scattering171

and catastrophic energy losses, which is crucial for the muon shield performance, has also been found172

in good agreement with existing data. The most realistic cross-check of FairShip has been performed173

in summer 2018 in a dedicated experiment at the CERN SPS, shown in Figure 3, which has directly174

measured the rate and momentum of muons produced by 400 GeV protons dumped on a replica of the175

SHiP target [REF]. The analysis of the collected 6⇥ 1011 protons on target is currently ongoing.

p

Target

1.6cm2 Beam Counter (S1)

Hadron Absorber

Drifttube stations T1, T2

Goliath magnet

Drifttube stations T3, T4

RPC stations 1-5Scintillator planes (S2a,S2b)

+z

+x (Jura)

+y

17.47 m

Figure 3: Layout of the spectrometer to measure the µ-flux produced in the replica of the SHiP target.
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3 Physics performance177

The physics performance of the SHiP experiment is anchored in the emphasis on an extremely efficient178

and redundant background suppression, and a detector which is sensitive to as many decay modes as179

possible to ensure a model independent search for hidden particles. A set of common benchmark models180

are used below to illustrate the physics sensitivity.181

Sensitivity to HS particle decays182

In general all benchmark HS models predict a signature with an isolated vertex in the HS spectrometer.183

Hence, HS signal candidates are required to form an isolated vertex in the fiducial volume. Table 1184

summarizes the selection criteria used to estimate the signal sensitivity for the HS benchmark models.185

For fully reconstructed signal decays, where all particles coming from the decaying hidden particle are186

reconstructed in the spectrometer, it is required that the impact parameter (IP) to the target is less than187

10 cm. This selection cut is very powerful in rejecting all background sources. Partially reconstructed188

final states (with one or more missing particles, e.g. N ! µ+µ�⌫) have a loose pointing to the target,189

therefore, these signal candidates are required to have IP < 250 cm. These final states are therefore more190

challenging to discriminate from the background. In addition to the pointing requirements, signal can-191

didates with activities in the SBT are vetoed. It is worth pointing out that more sophisticated multivariate192

approaches will allow more effective rejection of the background and will be exploited in the experiment.193

The background to the searches for hidden particles includes three main classes: neutrino and194

muon inelastic induced backgrounds resulting from deep inelastic neutrino and muon interactions in the195

walls of the decay vessel and in the surrounding infrastructure, and combinatorial muon background196

resulting from residual muons reaching the detector acceptance. Backgrounds originating from cosmic197

muons can be reduced to a negligible level, as it was demonstrated in the SHiP TP.198

Large samples of neutrino induced and muon inelastic backgrounds, corresponding to about ten199
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(a) (b)

Figure 40: Beam counter (a). The target replica (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 41: Drifttube stations T1 and T2 (a). The RPCs (b).

with 2 ⇥ 80 cm and 3 ⇥ 40 cm thick iron slabs. The RPCs are used for the muon identification (see701

Figure 41(b)). The RPC dimensions are 200 cm ⇥ 150 cm with 0.2 cm gaps. The electrodes are made702

of low-resistivity bakelite (' 10
10

⌦cm), 2mm thick, suited for operation in avalanche mode. The RPCs703

are read out by means of orthogonal strip panels equipped with 1cm-wide strips.704

The central DAQ was based on the ControlHost software [66], sending start/end of run, start/end705

of spill signals to the subdetectors. All triggered raw data was stored on local disks of the subdetector706

readout systems. The subdetector data was merged by the eventbuilder and converted to ROOT for707

analysis.708

The raw data, in addition to the converted ROOT files, were stored at CERN and backed up at709

Yandex.710

The Goliath magnet was used in three configurations during data taking:711

– The default configuration. Maximum field = 1.5 T, 5.3⇥ 10
11 protons on target.712
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Description of multiple scattering 
and catastrophic energy loss,
which may influence the muon
shield performance, tested with 
existing data 

ü Prediction of muon fluxes verified
with data from CHARM (see SHiP TP)

ü Most realistic cross-check performed
in summer 2018 

à dedicated  measurement of the rate 
and momentum of 400 GeV protons 
dumped on a replica of the SHiP target 
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Decaying Hidden Particles

- Neutrino portal
LFV final states à HNL signal can easily be discriminated against
other portals

- Vector portal
- Scalar portal
- ALP

Note:
Identical final states with charged particles
(but different BRs of decay channels
and different kinematics of decay products)
à Need significant statistics to discriminate between portals

ALPs can decay to the 2-photon final state with sizeable BR
à Electromagnetic calorimeter is essential to distinguish  

between ALP signal and dark photon, or dark scalar 
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Event selection for decaying Hidden Particles

Cut Value

Track momentum > 1.0 GeV/c
dimuon distace of closes approach < 1 cm
dimuon vertex fiducial (> 5 cm from inner wall)
IP w.r.t target (fully reco) < 10 cm
IP w.r.t target (partially reco) < 250 cm

Table 1: Selection criteria used for the sensitivity estimate and background rejection.

years of SHiP operation, have been generated using FairShip, forcing all produced neutrinos and muons200

to interact with material. Neutrino scattering was simulated using the GENIE generator. The deep201

inelastic scattering (DIS) of muons were generated by PYTHIA 6 [?]. The interaction points were202

distributed along the neutrino and muon trajectories, and weighted according to the material density203

along those trajectories.204

The dominant source of neutrino induced background comes from neutrino interactions in the205

walls of the decay volume and in the upstream muon detector of the SND. The expected number of206

events with at least two reconstructed tracks of opposite charge amounts to 5⇥ 105 events per 2⇥ 1020207

protons on target, to be compared with only 10�2 neutrino interactions inside the decay volume at 1 mbar208

pressure. In total, two events originating from photon conversions in the entrance of the decay volume209

remain. These events survive the selection criteria for partially reconstructed final states and the veto210

criteria in the SBT. These two events can be rejected since they have an invariant mass < 100MeV/c2,211

and do not affect our sensitivity region.212

The muon inelastic background is completely dominated by the muon DIS in the walls of the213

decay volume and in the SBT. These background events have a high multiplicity leaving a signal in the214

SBT. The requirement that the SBT is not fired brings the muon inelastic background to zero. Assuming215

no correlation between the veto criterion based on detecting the incoming muon or the products resulting216

from the interaction, and the pointing requirement for the decay vertex, allows setting an upper limit on217

the residual background as low as 6 ⇥ 10�4 and 2 ⇥ 10�5 events (at 90% CL) for partially and fully218

reconstructed final states respectively.219

The combinatorial muon background has been estimated using fully reconstructed muons, which220

pass the muon shield and enter the HS spectrometer with a rate of 26.3± 3.6 kHz during a spill. Unique221

pairs of tracks, formed out of those muons, have been subjected to the pointing criteria of Table 1, and222

vetoing criteria from the SBT and the upstream muon system of the SND. The final requirement, spe-223

cifically designed to suppress combinatorial background, is the use of the timing veto detector. Within224

a timing window, corresponding to three times the resolution of the timing detector, an additional sup-225

pression factor of ⇠ 10�11 can be achieved by using timing information alone. Consequently, the muon226

combinatorial background is reduced to (1.2± 1.2)⇥ 10�2 events.227

In summary, Table 2 shows the upper limits for the main classes of backgrounds which can be228

set with currently available simulation data samples. Simulation of neutrino background is currently229

ongoing to increase the data sample by an order of magnitude, and to improve the upper limit.230

Background source Expected events
Neutrino background < 1

Muon DIS (factorization) < 0.0006
Muon Combinatorial 4.2⇥10�2

Table 2: Upper limits for the different background sources.

All signal sensitivity curves are obtained using the FairSHiP simulation framework ??. The 90%231

7

ü Event selection is based on very high signal efficiency and redundant 
background suppression

ü Common selection to ensure model independent search
ü All HS models require an isolated vertex in the decay volume

ü Redundancy cuts:
- Veto criteria from the taggers
- PID cuts
- Time coincidence cut (to reject combinatorial background)  
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Backgrounds (1) 

….Background, background, background…… 

1!

"!

Two types of background expected: 
  1) neutrino and muon inelastic interactions with the detector material, namely with the decay vessel; 
   ⟶ mostly  in-time tracks, not pointing backwards to the target; 
   ⟶ main detectors to reduce this background: VETO detectors (surrounding background tagger, Upstream Veto)  
 2) muon combinatorial background: 
   ⟶ mostly out-of-time tracks, not pointing backwards to the target 
   ⟶ main detectors to reduce this background: Timing Detector (and muon system with timing capabilities) 

"+!

"O!

35 

Three main classes of background:
- Neutrino induced interactions in the SND and the walls of decay volume
- Muon inelastic and surrounding infrastructure
- Combinatorial muon from muons survived the muon shield and entered the decay volume

]

Neutrino interaction distribution

10
/eos/experiment/ship/user/Iaroslava/NeutrinoSample2018/job_*_*/ship.conical.Genie-TGeant4_rec.root

1. Neutrino induced (10 years of SHiP by the FairShip)
- dominated by interactions in the SND and 
walls of the decay volume

- Only 2 events (from g-conversions) survived selection; 
rejected by the cut on the opening angle 

- Simulation is ongoing to increase the background
data sample by an order of magnitude
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Backgrounds (2)

Cut Value

Track momentum > 1.0 GeV/c
dimuon distace of closes approach < 1 cm
dimuon vertex fiducial (> 5 cm from inner wall)
IP w.r.t target (fully reco) < 10 cm
IP w.r.t target (partially reco) < 250 cm

Table 1: Selection criteria used for the sensitivity estimate and background rejection.

years of SHiP operation, have been generated using FairShip, forcing all produced neutrinos and muons200

to interact with material. Neutrino scattering was simulated using the GENIE generator. The deep201

inelastic scattering (DIS) of muons were generated by PYTHIA 6 [?]. The interaction points were202

distributed along the neutrino and muon trajectories, and weighted according to the material density203

along those trajectories.204

The dominant source of neutrino induced background comes from neutrino interactions in the205

walls of the decay volume and in the upstream muon detector of the SND. The expected number of206

events with at least two reconstructed tracks of opposite charge amounts to 5⇥ 105 events per 2⇥ 1020207

protons on target, to be compared with only 10�2 neutrino interactions inside the decay volume at 1 mbar208

pressure. In total, two events originating from photon conversions in the entrance of the decay volume209

remain. These events survive the selection criteria for partially reconstructed final states and the veto210

criteria in the SBT. These two events can be rejected since they have an invariant mass < 100MeV/c2,211

and do not affect our sensitivity region.212

The muon inelastic background is completely dominated by the muon DIS in the walls of the213

decay volume and in the SBT. These background events have a high multiplicity leaving a signal in the214

SBT. The requirement that the SBT is not fired brings the muon inelastic background to zero. Assuming215

no correlation between the veto criterion based on detecting the incoming muon or the products resulting216

from the interaction, and the pointing requirement for the decay vertex, allows setting an upper limit on217

the residual background as low as 6 ⇥ 10�4 and 2 ⇥ 10�5 events (at 90% CL) for partially and fully218

reconstructed final states respectively.219

The combinatorial muon background has been estimated using fully reconstructed muons, which220

pass the muon shield and enter the HS spectrometer with a rate of 26.3± 3.6 kHz during a spill. Unique221

pairs of tracks, formed out of those muons, have been subjected to the pointing criteria of Table 1, and222

vetoing criteria from the SBT and the upstream muon system of the SND. The final requirement, spe-223

cifically designed to suppress combinatorial background, is the use of the timing veto detector. Within224

a timing window, corresponding to three times the resolution of the timing detector, an additional sup-225

pression factor of ⇠ 10�11 can be achieved by using timing information alone. Consequently, the muon226

combinatorial background is reduced to (1.2± 1.2)⇥ 10�2 events.227

In summary, Table 2 shows the upper limits for the main classes of backgrounds which can be228

set with currently available simulation data samples. Simulation of neutrino background is currently229

ongoing to increase the data sample by an order of magnitude, and to improve the upper limit.230

Background source Expected events
Neutrino background < 1

Muon DIS (factorization) < 0.0006
Muon Combinatorial 4.2⇥10�2

Table 2: Upper limits for the different background sources.

All signal sensitivity curves are obtained using the FairSHiP simulation framework ??. The 90%231

7

2. Muon inelastic (5 years of SHiP by the FairShip)
- Dominated by interactions in the walls of the decay volume
- Zero background after selection + veto in the taggers
- Assuming no correlation between the veto and 
selection cuts à < 6×10-4 @ 90%CL

3. Muon combinatorial (1 spill of SHiP by the FairShip)
- Estimated using fully reconstructed  muons which pass 
the muon shield and enter the detector acceptance

- Assume no correlation between selection, veto and timing cuts. Requirement to be
in a time window of 3s time resolution (100 ps) gives large extra suppression factor

- Machine Learning technique is currently being used to generate very large sample
of “dangerous” muons

Figure 79: Momentum versus transverse momentum of muons hitting the decay vessel. A 3 GeV/c momentum
cut is applied.

Figure 80: The interaction points of all generated DIS events before any cuts are applied.

70

@ 90% CL

Background summary
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Neutrino portal  
HNLs can be produced in decays of heavy flavours to ordinary neutrinos 
through kinetic mixing, ~U2:

Then HNLs decay again to SM particles through mixing (~U2) with a
SM neutrino. This (now massive) neutrino can decay to a large amount
of final states:

Production channels

Decay channels

Ds
lepton

ν l✖

HNL

U2(lepton)

π

l'U2(lepton’)

✖

⎯ Bc à lN (b-c	transition)

HNL
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HNLs in nMSM

18

nMSM ( T.Asaka, M.Shaposhnikov PL B620 (2005) 17 ) explains all experimental 
evidences of the BSM physics at once by adding 3 Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNL):  

N1, N2 and N3

18

N1 à Light Dark Matter
N2,3 à Neutrino masses

and  BAU 
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HNL sensitivities (nMSM)  

SHiP sensitivity covers large area of parameter space below B mass
moving down towards ultimate see-saw limit 

PBC	group:	work	in	progress

ü MHNL< Mb LHCb, Belle2 SHiP will have much better sensitivity
ü Mb<MHNL<MZ FCC in e+e- mode (improvements are also expected from ATLAS / CMS) 
ü MHNL>MZ  Prerogative of ATLAS/CMS @ HL LHC 
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Vector portal  Production:
- Meson decays, e.g. p0 àgV(~e2)
- p bremsstrahlung on target nuclei, ppàppV
- largest MV  in direct QCD production qg à V 
Decay: into a pair of SM particles:  e+e-, µ+µ-, p+p+, KK, hh, tt, DD, … 

Decay before 
reaching detector
N ~ exp(-𝛜2 m2/p)

Kinematic limit

Lifetime too large: N≈ (𝛜)4

A lot of experimental results expected in coming years
EM showers are not taken into account as a source of dark photons

à Expect significant improvement of sensitivity at low mA’

SHiP is unique up to O(10GeV) and e ~10-8 

PBC	group:	work	in	progress
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Scalar portal  

Dark Scalar particles can couple to the Higgs in FCNC transition in K and B decays:

x
x

~sinQ

~sinQ

b,d s,u

h
hS

e+e-, μ+μ-, π+π-, K+K- …

PBC	group:	work	in	progress
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ALPs   

ALPs can couple to fermions                      , and to photons                            

Two photon final state necessitates electromagnetic calorimeter with a capability to 
determine directions of the photons in order to reconstruct the decay vertex of ALP à gg
à Additional experimental challenge ! (compared to vector and scalar portals)

Figure 4: (Left) Sensitivity of the SHiP experiment to HNLs. The dotted curve show the contribution from Bc

mesons, when the fragmentation fraction is taken equal to that at LHC energies: fb!Bc = 2.6 ⇥ 10�3. The solid
curve does not include contributions from Bc. Below a mass of 0.5GeV/c2 only production from D and B mesons
is included. (Right) Sensitivity of SHiP to dark photons adding up the three production mechanisms. The total
number of events within the contours is N � 2.3. Exclusion contours from existing experimental constraints are
overlaid.[UNIT TO BE CORRECTED IN PLOTS]

Figure 5: (Left)Sensitivity to dark scalars. Only contribution from B mesons is taken into account. (Right)SHiP
sensitivity to ALP decaying to two photons. Exclusion contours from existing experimental constraints are over-
laid.[UNIT TO BE CORRECTED IN PLOTS]

discriminating the LDM signal against most of the background induced by neutrino interactions.261

The background to the LDM search, which comes primarily from neutrino interactions with only262

one reconstructed electron at the interaction vertex, has been simulated with the help of GENIE. A263

neutrino scattering event is tagged as background if the interaction vertex is within the geometrical264

acceptance, and if the electron is accompanied by additional visible activity, such as charged tracks or265

photons. At the next stage of the selection, the LDM signal is discriminated against neutrino events with266

the same LDM elastic scattering topology, using a kinematic correlation between the energy and the267

azimuthal angle of the scattered electron.268

The resulting estimate on the background level for 2⇥ 1020 protons on target is shown in Table 3269

for the various classes of neutrino interactions. The main source of background is due to elastic and270

quasi-elastic scattering events from ⌫e and ⌫̄e.271

The expected SHiP sensitivity, taking into account the geometrical acceptance and the selection272

criteria, is shown in Fig. 6. In the region from a few MeV/c2 to ⇠ 200MeV/c2 the SHiP sensitivity273

reaches below the limit which gives the correct relic abundance of dark matter. The current estimate is274

conservative since at the moment only meson decays and Drell-Yan production have been considered as275

a source of dark photons decaying to LDM.276

8

Observation of vWIMP in gg-final state is a strong discrimination of the ALP signal
against dark vector and dark scalar  
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Search for Light Dark Matter with iSHiP

LDM can scatter on atoms of the dense material of the SHiP
Scattering and Neutrino Detector (SND)
à detection signature: EM shower (or nuclei recoil)

- Reconstruction of the EM showers in emulsion
demonstrated with OPERA data 

- Complement emulsion detector with fast 
electronic Target Tracker to improve electron
reconstruction

Under study: Elimination of the neutrino background by ToF
operating with the SPS bunched beam: 4s /spacing = 1.5ns / 
(5 or 25ns) & ~40 m distance from the target
à Requires 0.5 ns time resolution of the Target Tracker 
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Sensitivities to LDM  
Light Dark Matter

Physics reach of PBC projects in 5 and 10-15 years timescale2543

PBC projects able to put bounds on the y versus m‰ plane are NA64++(e) in a timescale2544

of 5 years and LDMX and SHiP on a timescale of 10-15 years, as shown in Figure 21.2545

NA64++(e) and LDMX will use the missing energy/missing momentum techniques,2546

respectively. SHiP, instead, will exploit the elastic scattering of DM candidates with the2547

electrons in the medium of the emulsion-based neutrino detector. As such, SHiP is fully2548

complementary to the other two.2549

Figure 21: Dark Photon decaying to Elastic Scalar (left) or Pseudo-Dirac fermion DM particles.
Prospects for PBC projects on a timescale of 5 years (NA64++, green line) and 10-15 years
(LDMX, red line and SHiP, blue line) are compared to the current bounds (solid areas) and
future experimental landscape (other solid and dashed lines).

76

ü Missing mass / energy technique
(applicable only for the models with
dark photon mediator)
- Belle II  with 50 ab-1 provided that 
low energy mono-photon trigger works

- LDMX (under discussion at SLAC) has
the best prospects for Mc< 100 MeV

ü Detection via scattering at SHiP

- Background is dominated by elastic and quasi-
elastic neutrino scattering (~700 events per
2×1020 pot)

- SHiP has the best sensitivity in 20 – 200 MeV

Figure 6: SHiP sensitivity to LDM produced in dark photon decays; only meson decays and Drell-Yan processes are con-
sidered here as the production mechanisms for the dark photons. The grey shaded regions represent the parameter space which
has been already ruled out by BaBar [?] and MiniBooNE [?] searches.

in the left column of Table 4. The number of charged-current (CC) deep-inelastic interactions in the neut-291

rino target is evaluated by convoluting the generated neutrino spectrum with the cross section provided292

by GENIE. The expected number of CC DIS in the target of the scattering spectrometer is reported in293

the right column of Table 4. The SND has the unique capability of detecting all three neutrino flavors

<E> Beam <E> CC DIS
(GeV) dump (GeV) interactions

N⌫e 4.1 2.8⇥ 1017 59 1.1⇥ 106

N⌫µ 1.5 4.2⇥ 1018 42 2.7⇥ 106

N⌫⌧ 7.4 1.4⇥ 1016 52 3.2⇥ 104

N⌫e 4.7 2.3⇥ 1017 46 2.6⇥ 105

N⌫µ 1.6 2.7⇥ 1018 36 6.0⇥ 105

N⌫⌧ 8.1 1.4⇥ 1016 70 2.1⇥ 104

Table 4: Integrated neutrino yield for 2⇥ 1020 protons on target for different neutrino flavours at the beam dump
(left), and charged-current deep-inelastic interactions in the SND (right).

294

and of distinguishing neutrinos from anti-neutrinos. The unprecedented statistics of ⌫⌧ and ⌫⌧ interac-295

tions, shown in Table 4, provides a unique capability to make a measurement of the ⌫⌧ ( ⌫⌧ ) differential296

cross-section, which in turn is sensitive to F4 and F5 structure functions. Lepton flavour universality will297

be further tested in the neutrino sector, including an exploration of the ⌫⌧ anomalous magnetic moment298

down to 1.3⇥ 10�7µB .299

The total charm yield expected in SHiP CC DIS interactions exceeds the statistics available in pre-300

vious experiments by more than an order of magnitude. It is worth noting that the emulsion experiment301

with the largest neutrino flux was CHORUS [?, ?, ?], where 2013 charm candidates coming from ⌫µ,302

and 32 candidates coming from ⌫µ interactions, were reported [?]. No charm candidate from electron303

and tau neutrino interactions was ever reported. Therefore all the studies on charm physics performed304

with neutrino interactions will be updated with improved accuracy, and some channels inaccessible in305

the past will be explored. This includes the double charm production cross-section [?, ?] and the search306

for pentaquarks with charm quark content [?]. Charmed hadrons produced in neutrino interactions are307

10

PBC	group:	work	in	progress
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Detector challenges and Project plan

ü Particular challenging projects:
- Engineering of the muon shield and straw tracker
- Design of the ECAL with the required energy resolution for ALPàgg (~5 mrad)

ü Project plan
- Both BDF and SHiP schedule is driven by the CERN long-term accelerator schedule
- Most of the facility can be constructed in parallel to operating of other accelerators
- Installation of SHiP is planned for LS3 with start of data taking in RUN 4

14th SHiP Collaboration Meeting, CERN, 6-8 June 2018 R. JacobssonR. Jacobsson

Come a long way through the re-optimization from TP Æ CDS baseline (“PBC-June-3”)
ÎAll sub-detectors with first level of prototyping or more

+ electronics

4

Some exmples

ü All SHiP sub-detectors went through
active program of prototyping
- Results implemented in FairShip
- Next step - preparation of large scale
prototypes to study global performance
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Status of the SHiP collaboration

SHiP is currently a collaboration of 53 institutes and 4 associated institutes,
in total representing 18 countries, CERN and JINR. The formal organisation of SHiP, 
which has been adopted for the Comprehensive Design Study phase, consists of
a Country Representative Board (CRB) including the UK (5 groups),
Interim Spokesperson, Technical Coordinator and Physics Coordinator, and the
Group of Project Conveners (two from the UK) as elected and ratified by the CRB  
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Conclusion

ü Physics case to search for Hidden Particles is very timely !
No NP discovered at LHC, but many theoretical models offer a solution for the BSM
experimental facts with light very weakly interacting particles. Must be tested !

ü CERN is ideal place to search for Hidden Particles at high energy and high
intensity SPS beams. Two complementary strategies are being explored at SHiP,
direct observation of the decay vertex and indirect detection via scattering on atoms

ü The rich physics programme to search for Hidden Particles at the SPS
North Area at CERN nicely complements searches for NP at the energy 
frontier and in flavour physics at CERN


